We have used a dynamic density functional theory ͑DDFT͒ for polymeric systems, to simulate the formation of micro phases in a melt of an asymmetric block copolymer, A n B m ( f A ϭ1/3), both in the bulk and in a thin film. In the DDFT model a polymer is represented as a chain of springs and beads. A spring mimics the stretching behavior of a chain fragment and the spring constant is calculated with the Gaussian chain approximation. Simulations were always started from a homogeneous system. We have mainly investigated the final morphology, adopted by the system. First, we have studied the bulk behavior. The diblock copolymer forms a hexagonal packed array of A-rich cylinders, embedded in a B-rich matrix. Film calculations have been done by confining a polymer melt in a slit. Both the slit width and surface-polymer interactions were varied. With the outcomes a phase diagram for confined films has been constructed. Various phases are predicted: parallel cylinders (C ʈ ), perpendicular cylinders (C Ќ ), parallel lamellae (L ʈ ), and parallel perforated lamellae (CL ʈ ). When the film surfaces are preferentially wet by either the A or the B block, parallel oriented microdomains are preferred. A perpendicular cylindrical phase is stable when neither the A nor B block preferentially wets the surfaces. The predicted phase diagram is in accordance with experimental data in the literature and explains the experimentally observed differences between films of asymmetric block copolymers with only two parameters: the film thickness and the energetic preference of the surface for one of the polymer blocks. We have also observed, that confinement speeds up the process of long range ordering of the microdomains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Block copolymer thin films
The physics behind the microstructure of block copolymer materials has been investigated extensively in the last three decades. From a scientific point of view, these materials are interesting, because order-disorder transitions can be studied under relatively simple experimental conditions and a variety of microstructures have been observed. 1, 2 Various types of block copolymers are also commercially interesting because they are able to improve the mechanical properties of materials. Typical examples of copolymers of industrial interest are polystyrene-polybutadiene ͑PS-PB or PS-PB-PS͒ block copolymers, widely applied in bitumen for roofing and road application, in adhesives and in a range of polymeric materials.
The last decade also a growing amount of studies on films of block copolymers have been published in the literature. 3, 4 The most important objective for these studies seems to be the search for surfaces with controllable patterns on a nanometer scale, which could be useful in electronic applications.
Up until now, most of the work has been done on symmetric diblock copolymers, f Ϸ0.5. Thin films have been studied extensively by experiments [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and theory. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] In these films the microdomains have a lamellar shape as in a bulk system. The lamellae align parallel with the film, when a difference between the surface energies of the two blocks exists ͑selective interfaces͒. In unconfined films, terraces are formed with a step height of about the equilibrium lamellar period in the bulk, because the thickness of a homogeneous film is not commensurate with an integer amount of lamellae without frustrating the lamellar period. 6, 7, 18, 19, 20 In confined films, frustration cannot be avoided and the lamellar period deviates from the bulk value. 13, 16 Random copolymers have been used to tune the interactions between the interfaces and the two different copolymer blocks. 14, 15 Films with nonselective surfaces have been prepared in this way. In these films, confined and unconfined, the frustration of the lamellar period is avoided by changing the orientation of the lamellae from parallel with to perpendicular to the film surfaces.
Relatively little work has been done on films of asymmetric block copolymers. It is hard to sketch a complete picture of the film behavior with the help of the experimental data [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and theoretical investigations, 32, 33 published in the literature. Our research will focus on block copolymers, that form cylindrical domains in the bulk melt. All experimental studies seem to agree that parallel aligned cylinders are present in equilibrated films with a thickness larger then a few domains (Ͼ2D). A perpendicular oriented cylindrical phase has been observed, but it was shown that this morphola͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: Menno.A.vanDijk@opc.shell.com ogy was caused by rapid solvent evaporation during the film preparation. 30 Various observations have been made for thin films (Ͻ2D). In example, it is thought that perpendicular oriented cylinders are formed in unconfined films of PS-PB-PS ͑30% S͒ supported by a solid substrate, 25 channellike structures have been observed in free standing films of PS-PB ͑30% S͒ ͑Refs. 28, 31͒ and other noncylindrical morphologies, have been observed too. 23, 24, 28 The presence of noncylindrical morphologies is an interesting feature of films of asymmetric copolymers. These observations support a weak segregation limit ͑WSL͒ analysis, which has predicted that homogeneous surface fields can drive a transition from a cylindrical to a lamellar phase.
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B. This study
In this paper, we want to discuss model calculations on thin films of asymmetric diblock copolymers, that form a cylindrical phase in the bulk. We will systematically investigate the influences of both the film thickness and the surface interactions on the microstructure of the films.
Recently, new techniques have been developed to simulate the behavior of block copolymeric systems on mesoscopic length scales, i.e., dissipative particle dynamics ͑DPD͒ ͑Ref. 34͒ and a dynamic density functional theory ͑DDFT͒. 35 We have used the DDFT approach. The DDFT model combines the Langevin equation, which handles the dynamics on a mesoscopic scale, and a free energy functional for polymers, based on the Gaussian chain model. The model has previously been used to study the diffusive dynamics of the domain formation process of a symmetric diblock copolymer. 35, 44 A detailed validation has been carried out on ͑PO͒ n ͑EO͒ m ͑PO͒ n block copolymer surfactants. 36 The theory was adapted to describe the behavior of block copolymer under shear. 37 Recently, the theory has been extended to study the influence of hard objects on the domain formation process of block copolymers. 38 In fact, our study is a systematic investigation of a block copolymer melt in contact with a specific class of hard objects: infinite parallel surfaces. In our calculations we mimic a film as a polymer melt confined in a slit and assume that the finite size of the polymer/air interface can be neglected. We will construct a phase diagram, which will be compared with experimental data, reported in the literature. Although, we will focus on the final micro structure in the system, we will also briefly discuss the influence of confinement on the dynamics of domain formation process.
In this article, we will subsequently explain the most important features of the theoretical background of the used DDFT approach, give the parameters we have used in our calculations, discuss the results we have obtained, and draw conclusions.
II. THEORY
A. Dynamics
In the following sections we give a quick overview of the most important aspects of the DDFT model. 35, 36, 38, 39 In the DDFT model a box with periodic boundaries is filled with fixed amounts of beads of different types, ͕N I ͖. A polymer is represented as a string of beads. The core of the theory is the Langevin equation of motion, which describes the evolution of mesoscopic fields, 40 in our case the bead densities,
where I (r), M I , and I (r) are the bead density field, the mobility parameter, and the intrinsic chemical potential field of a bead of type I, respectively. In principle, this equation is an extension of the diffusion equation. The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑1͒ is stochastic noise, I (r,t), which is distributed according to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. 41 As mentioned in the Introduction, we model a film as a polymer melt confined in a slit. Obviously, the surfaces of the slit are regarded as hard objects and mass transport through these objects has to be forbidden. Therefore, rigidwall boundary conditions are used for the diffusion fluxes in the vicinity of the surfaces, ٌ I •nϭ0, where n is the normal of the slit surface.
The two terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. ͑1͒ reflect the two origins of mass flux in the system. Diffusion fluxes are driven by variations of the bead chemical potential throughout the system. These fluxes will drive the system to states, which correspond to global or local minima of the free energy. Random fluxes are induced by the noise term. These random fluxes enable the system to overcome small energetic barriers. Without the noise, an unstable homogeneous mixture of molecules will not start to phase separate, because there is no driving force, ٌ I (r)ϭ0.
B. Free energy model
The field I (r) connects the Langevin equation with the polymer model behind the DDFT formalism. This intrinsic chemical potential field can be calculated from the free energy, F, of the system, I (r)ϵ␦F/␦ I (r). In the DDFT model the following free energy functional is used to model the behavior of an one-component polymer melt. 35, 38 F͓͕͖͔ϭϪkT ln ⌽Љ n!
where V is the system volume and v is the excluded volume of a bead. Note that the excluded volumes of all bead types are chosen equal. The first two terms on the r.h.s. account for the entropy of a system of n ideal Gaussian chains in an external field U I (r). 35 In the next section we will come back to these external fields. In Eq. ͑2͒ ⌽ is the single chain partition function. In the Gaussian approximation a polymer chain is treated as a string of beads connected by springs with a spring constant of 3kT/2a 2 , where a is the RMS end-to-end distance of the polymer chain fragment between two neighboring beads in the absence of external fields. 42 The third term on the r.h.s. is the energy contribution of the bead-bead interactions. The bead-bead interaction potential IJ (rϪrЈ) has to describe the interactions between the chain fragments, captured by the beads I and J at the positions r and rЈ. Gaussian kernels are used for these potentials,
From Eq. ͑3͒ it follows that the range of the bead-bead interactions is comparable to the size of the chain fragments represented by the beads. The parameter IJ 0 is related to the widely used Flory-Huggins parameter, 39 IJ 
, and can be interpreted as a cohesive energy. The functional form of the potential captures the most important physics of the interactions and is easy to handle in mathematical operations.
The fourth term of Eq. ͑2͒ models the interaction between the beads and the slit surfaces. The surface-bead potential has the same functional dependence as the bead-bead interaction potential ͑3͒. In the DDFT a density field M (r) is assigned to the hard objects ͑masks͒; M ϵ M vϭ1 inside and M ϭ0 outside the objects. 38 The last term of Eq. ͑2͒ takes into account the excluded volume interactions, by imposing a free energy penalty when the total density deviates at a certain position from its average value. 39, 43 The parameter H is the Helfand compressibility parameter.
C. Density functionals: Dealing with hard surfaces
As said before, a polymer film is represented as a polymer melt confined between two parallel hard walls, a slit. In this section, we will shortly discuss how hard objects are incorporated in the DDFT approach.
In the preceding section, we have discussed the free energy model ͑2͒, but we did not address the external fields U I (r). These fields are conjugate with the density fields via the Gaussian chain density functional. 35 The distribution function of a single chain of N beads with a certain conformation, given by a set of coordinates ͕r 1 ,...,r N ͖, is
͑4͒
The first term in the exponent is the stretching entropy of an isolated Gaussian chain. The second term in the exponent, which contains the external field, incorporates the influence of the polymeric medium on the chain. The ensemble average bead density s (r) of a certain bead s at position r is as follows:
͑5͒ where C is a normalization constant 35 and M(r) is the socalled mask field, which defines the morphology of the hard objects in the system ͑in our case the slit surfaces͒. Inside a hard object M(r)ϭ0( M ϭ1) and outside M (r)ϭ1( M ϭ0). Equation ͑5͒ can be evaluated efficiently with the help of a Green propagator formalism, 44 which we will not discuss in this article.
Due to the density functional ͑5͒, we have a closed set of equations. Using Eq. ͑5͒, the external fields U I (r) can be found given certain bead density profiles I (r). When the fields U I (r) and I (r) are known, the free energy F can be calculated with Eq. ͑2͒. The chemical potential field I (r) can be calculated from F. With I (r) we are able to integrate the Langevin equation ͑1͒.
D. Computational procedure
A Crank-Nicolson scheme is used for the numerical integration of Eq. ͑1͒. 35 Starting configurations for the integration are zero external potential fields and homogeneous density distributions. The time integration is carried out as long as the mesoscopic structure seems to change. The evolution of the density fields during the simulation is monitored with the help of an order parameter P, which is defined as follows:
At tϭ0 P equals zero. When the system has reached its equilibrium state or becomes trapped in a local minimum of the free energy, P levels off to a constant value. When P reaches a plateau value, the demixing of unlike beads is complete. However, this does not mean that the system is no longer in motion, because P is insensitive to dynamic processes, that do not significantly increase the degree of demixing. Therefore, we use P in combination with a direct evaluation of the density fields. Even when no dynamics is observed in the density fields, we still have to be careful in stating that the system has reached a global or local minimum in the free energy, because it is possible that the time scales of the dynamics are beyond the time scale of our simulation.
E. Confined and unconfined films
Many experiments on thin films, reported in the literature, are done with unconfined films. As a consequence, the film can form terraces in order to avoid unfavorable film thicknesses. In our calculations, we represent a film as a slit and therefore the layer is confined to a certain thickness and the terrace formation process can not be simulated directly. However, it is possible to predict the formation of terraces in unconfined films by analysing the free energy as a function of the slit width H. 21 If an uniform unconfined film with an area A has an unfavorable thickness H, it can separate in two coexisting phases with thicknesses HЈ and HЉ, which cover the areas AЈ and AЉ. The free energy of the unconfined film can be calculated form the free energy of a confined film, in our case the slit, with,
where f conf (HЈ) is the free energy per unit area of the confined film with thickness HЈ. Minimization of Eq. ͑7͒ with respect to HЈ, HЉ, AЈ, and AЉ, given the constraints of conservation of film area, AϭAЈϩAЉ, and material, AH ϭAЈHЈϩAЉHЉ, results in the following equalities;
The solution of these equalities can be obtained by plotting f conf as a function of H and constructing a common tangent line.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Parameters
All calculations are done with an A 3 B 6 diblock copolymer model ( f Ϸ0.33). The number of beads in the polymer chain (Nϭ9) is small enough to ensure computational efficiency and large enough for a reasonable description of the configurational behavior of the chain. 36 The energetic interaction between beads of the same type is set to zero ( AA 0 ϭ BB 0 ϭ0). The A -B interaction is chosen to be repulsive ( AB 0 /vkTϭϭ2). This parameter was obtained by fitting the order-disorder transition temperature of a PS-PB-PS triblock copolymer 45 with an A 3 B 12 A 3 model. As a consequence, the bulk behavior of this block copolymer is comparable with a SB block copolymer system with a M w Ϸ35 000 g/mol at TϷ413 K. We expect for this particular block copolymer system (Nϭ18) a hexagonal packed cylindrical phase in the bulk. 46 The calculations are done on a cubic grid, which has grid constant h. The bond length a is chosen such that a/h ϭ1.1543, which is the optimal ratio for DDFT calculations. 44 The mobility parameters of the beads were assumed to be equal, M A ϭM B ϭM . The dimensionless time step is set to ⌬ϭM ⌬t/h 2 kTϭ0.73, which is larger then the optimal value 0.5 but small enough to ensure numerical stability. The noise scaling parameter is ⍀ϭh 3 /vϭ100 and the compressibility H /kTϭ6. It is known that this choice for ⍀ gives the best numerical performance for purely diffusive systems. 35, 44 The chosen value for H is large enough to constrain the total density to the average total density and only allows small spatial fluctuations.
B. Bulk behavior
Before we can discuss the domain formation of A 3 B 6 in a slit, we have investigated its behavior in the bulk. We have simulated the micro phase separation process in a cubic box of dimension LϫLϫL grid points (Lϭ32). The calculations were started with a homogeneous melt. In Fig. 1 we have plotted the order parameter P as a function of time. In the interval yϵ/⌬ϭ͓0,100͔, the separation of the A and B blocks into domains takes place. In this time span A-and B-rich domains are formed. In Fig. 2͑a͒ the isodensity surfaces of the A beads are shown, A ϭ A vϭ0.33(yϭ100). The structure consists of a network of overlapping A-rich spheres embedded in a B-rich matrix. In the time interval y ϭ͓100,1000͔ the separation of the A-and B-beads continues, the A-rich cylinders grow in length and a network is formed, Figs. 2͑b͒ (yϭ200) and 2͑c͒ (yϭ1000). At yϾ1000, the network breaks down into separate cylinders, Fig. 2͑d͒ (y  ϭ10 000) . This last process clearly illustrates that the order parameter is not sensitive to all dynamics in the system. We can conclude that in a bulk system of A 3 B 6 (Nϭ18) a cylindrical phase is formed. However, they are still not packed in a hexagonal array. To observe hexagonal packing, a much longer simulation time should have been chosen, which was not useful for our purpose. The formation of a cylindrical phase is in agreement with self-consistent mean field ͑SCMF͒ calculations for AB diblock copolymers. 46 To obtain the domain-domain distance of the A 3 B 6 bulk system, D 0 , we have also simulated in a 64ϫ64ϫ1 box. Due to the assumption of homogeneity in one dimension, the development of long range order takes less time. After y ϭ4000 a reasonable hexagonal pattern has developed, Fig. 3 . We have determined by hand that D 0 ϭ7Ϯ0.5.
C. Phase behavior in a slit
The slit calculations have been performed in boxes of dimension LϫLϫW grid points. All calculations have been done with Lϭ32, which is large enough to avoid strong boundary effects on the final microstructure and small enough to ensure a reasonable computational speed, needed to do a systematic analysis. The slit surfaces were represented as planes with a thickness of 1 grid point and positioned parallel to the LϫL faces of the box. The two surfaces were placed at the box boundaries, see Fig. 4 . The resulting slit width H equals W-2 grid points. We have systematically varied H and the difference between the A-and B-surface interactions, ϵ( AM 0 Ϫ BM 0 )/vkT. We always used AM 0 ϭ0. Simulations were done until at least P had leveled off to a constant value. However, to limit the computation time, needed to do a systematic analysis, we did not always simulate until the morphology was defect free. The different phases were determined by visual assessment of the density profiles.
The results are listed in Table I. With this table we of the slit surfaces, the polymer molecule has to orient itself in such a way that the A/B interfaces and thus the microdomains have to align parallel with the slit surfaces, Fig. 7 . It is interesting to notice that the slit surfaces behave as selective surfaces at ϭ0, although both the A-surface and B-surface interactions were set to zero. Therefore, the preference for the A-blocks must have a purely entropic origin. Till now, the mechanism behind this entropic attraction is not understood.
Although, parallel morphologies are predicted for nearly every value of H at Ϸ0 and 1.75, perpendicular cylinders, C Ќ , are formed at certain slit widths. Apparently, the domain-domain distance D for the parallel cylindrical phase deviates to much from the bulk value at these widths and the surface-polymer interactions no longer compensate the increase of the free energy due to stretching or compression of the polymer chains. As a consequence, the cylinders adopt a perpendicular orientation in order reduce the stress on the polymer chains and DϷD 0 . This is confirmed by the fact that at both ϭ0 and 1.75 the distance between two succeeding C Ќ -phases, ⌬H, is close to the closest distance between two layers of cylinders a bulk system, 1 2 D 0 )Ϸ6. This behavior has already been predicted for symmetric block copolymers confined in a slit with selective surfaces. 18, 21 Parallel lamellae are formed at nearly all values of H, but at certain widths perpendicular lamellae are more stable.
The perpendicular cylindrical phase, C Ќ , dominates the phase diagram around ϭ0.75. The energetic preference of the B-beads for the surface is balanced by the entropic preference of the A-beads. As a consequence, the surfaces act as nonselective surfaces. The elastic stress due to frustration of the domain-domain distance is not compensated by favorable surface-polymer interactions. Therefore, parallel cylinders are unstable compared to perpendicular cylinders for nearly every value of H. Again, the A 3 B 6 polymer has the same behavior as a symmetric diblock copolymer. 18, 19, 21 In Table I . 
H is the slit width expressed in grid points, l is the number of layers of A-rich domains excluding the boundary layers, and y is the number of time steps of size ⌬. The various observed morphologies are referred to with C ʈ ͑parallel cylinders͒, C Ќ ͑perpendicular cylinders͒, L ʈ ͑parallel lamellae͒, and CL ʈ ͑cartenoid-lamellae͒.
slits with selective surfaces lamellae dominate the phase diagram of a symmetric block copolymer. Perpendicular orientations of the lamellae are very stable in films with nonselective surface. The important difference between the A 3 B 6 polymer and the symmetric block copolymer is the definition of a nonselective surface. This has the same origin as the fact that at ϭ0 the A-block preferentially wets the surfaces. Another interesting feature of the phase diagram is the existence of noncylindrical morphologies in slits with selective surfaces; lamellar (L ʈ ), Figs. 6͑d͒ and 6͑e͒, and cartenoid-lamellar (CL ʈ ) phases, Fig. 6͑f͒ . Lateral patterning is suppressed by the surface-polymer interactions, which are homogeneous parallel to the surface. Surface induced cylinder-lamellar transitions have already been predicted in the weak segregation limit ͑WSL͒. 32 It would be interesting to study the behavior of the phase diagram at Ͻ0 and Ͼ1.75. For reasons of time, we have limited ourselves to ϭ͓0,1.75͔. We expect that at larger slit widths, i.e., HϷ12 or 17, the cylindrical phase will transfer in a cartenoidlamellar or lamellar phase.
Finally, we want to compare the predicted phase diagram with experimental data, published in the literature. Two difficulties have to be faced. First, all experiments on asymmetric block copolymers are done with unconfined films and our calculations are done with a slit, which is comparable with a confined film. As a consequence, not all phases, predicted by the DDFT model, will be observed in the experiments. We will address this point in Sec. III D. Second, it is hard to locate the experimental systems accurately on the -axis of our phase diagram.
A suitable experimental system for comparison with the Ͼ1 results, seems to be a PS-PB ͑polystyrene-polybutadiene͒ block copolymer with f S Ϸ0.3. In PS-PB films, the B block is preferentially adsorbed at the film interface. Unconfined films of this polymer have been studied in .   FIG. 7 . The orientation of a diblock copolymer chain in a C ʈ ͑right͒ and C Ќ ͑left͒ phases. When a cylinder orients parallel to the surface, the molecule is oriented perpendicular. A perpendicular orientation of the cylinder forces the molecule in a parallel orientation.
detail with cross-sectional TEM. 28 Two different phases were observed; a CL ʈ structure in the thinnest part of the film and a C ʈ phases in the rest of the film. These two phases are predicted with the DDFT calculations. Even the order of the phases is predicted correctly. The DDFT predictions also agree with the experimental finding that a CL ʈ structure exists in films with a thickness, HϷ25-27 nm, of the same order as the bulk domain-domain distance, D 0 Ϸ22 nm. The DDFT model locates the CL ʈ phase at HϷ6 -7, which is of the same order as the predicted bulk domain-domain distance, D 0 Ϸ7. It is interesting to compare the PS-PB and PS-PB-PS ͑Refs. 25, 30͒ studies. From AFM experiments 25 it had been concluded that the thinnest areas of the triblock copolymer films have a C Ќ morphology. However, we think that what was called a C Ќ phase is in fact a CL ʈ phase. With AFM it is hard to assign the domains to styrene or butadiene. This hinders the discrimination of the C Ќ and CL ʈ phases in an AFM experiment, because both phases have a hexagonal structure viewed from the top.
The ϭ0 side of the phase diagram can be compared with experimental data of unconfined films of PEP-PEE ͑PEP is polyethylene-propylene and PEE polyethylethylene͒, 24 f PEP Ϸ0.77, and PS-PB, 22 ,28 f S Ϸ0.7. In both systems, the surfaces are preferentially wet by the smallest block, PEE and PB. In PEP-PEE films two structures have been observed; a L ʈ phase in the thinnest film and C ʈ phases at all other film thicknesses. Both phases are predicted by the DDFT model. As in the experiments, the DDFT predictions locate the L ʈ phase at HϷD 0 , Table I. In the PS-PB films a spherical or C Ќ phase has been observed too. 28 This phase exist at film thicknesses between the L ʈ and the C ʈ phases, which agrees with our calculations.
At the end of this comparison with literature data, two remarks have to be made. First, experimental studies on films with nonselective surfaces have not been reported until now. Therefore, it is not possible to validate the region around ϭ0.75 in the predicted phase diagram and the existence of the C Ќ structures at high values of H is still and open issue. In principle, it must be possible to do experiments on films with nonselective surfaces by coating the film substrate with a thin layer of a random copolymer, because this has already been done with films of symmetric block copolymers. 14, 15 Second, we have predicted various C Ќ phases at certain values of H in slits with selective surfaces, but most of these phases are not observed in the experiments discussed above. We are convinced that this is a consequence of the difference between confined and unconfined films. As said before, a slit system is comparable with a confined film and the experiments on asymmetric block copolymer films were always done with unconfined films. In the next section, we will show that this is indeed the case. Direct evidence for these phases can only be obtained by experiments on confined films, which has already been done with symmetric diblock copolymers.
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D. Unconfined films
In the preceding section, we discussed our slit calculations and compared the results with experimental data. Most of the perpendicular cylindrical phases were not found in the experimental studies. We have suggested that this is caused by the fact, that our slit calculations are comparable with confined films and all experiments were done with unconfined films. In Sec. II E we have already discussed that an unconfined film may avoid less favourable values of H by the formation of terraces ͑separation in coexisting layers with different thicknesses͒. We have also explained that the terraces in unconfined films can be predicted with the free energy of confined films ͑in our case the slit͒. If our suggestion is true, the unfavorable thicknesses at, i.e., ϭ0 should correspond with the predicted C Ќ phases. In Fig. 8 , we have plotted ␥ϵh 2 (F conf ϪF bulk )/AkT as a function of H for slits with ϭ0. Note that ␥ is in fact the surface tension. The solid dots are the calculated points and the dotted line represents the common tangent line. The negative sign of ␥ is caused by the choice AA 0 ϭ BB 0 ϭ0. It can be shown that nonzero values for these parameters give a width independent contribution to ␥ and does not alter the density profiles.
The maxima in the curve are located at Hϭ9 and 14, which corresponds with C Ќ phases. The common tangent line makes clear that a film with an average thickness H ϭ9, will separate in a L ʈ and a C ʈ phase, Fig. 9͑a͒ . The same reasoning will hold for the behavior of an unconfined film with an average thickness Hϭ14. This film will separate into two coexisting C ʈ phases, Fig. 9͑b͒ . These predictions agree with the behavior of unconfined PEP-PEE films, 24 discussed in the preceding section. The formation of terraces of parallel oriented cylinders, C ʈ phases, has also been observed in PVP-PS films ( f PVP ϭ0.25).
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E. Dynamics in a slit
Beside information on the phase behavior of the A 3 B 6 molecule in a slit, we also obtained a lot of data on the dynamics of microphase separation in a slit ͑confined thin film͒ by our simulations. In this section, we want to show that the slit has a strong influence on the ordering dynamics. However, a more extensive discussion is deferred to a following publication.
We have already observed in the A 3 B 6 bulk calculations, section B, that the domain formation process consists of several processes with different time and length scales, e.g., the formation a network of cylinders ͑short range order͒ from a homogeneous melt and the ordering of these cylinders in arrays ͑long range order͒.
An important effect of confinement on the ordering dynamics of A 3 B 6 can be seen, when the iso-density surfaces of A beads in a bulk system ͑Fig. 2͒ are compared with, i.e., the results of slit calculations shown in Fig. 6 and listed in Table  I . Clearly, the formation of long range ordered structures is sped up by the slit. Whereas the time scale for long range ordering exceeds yϭ10 000 in a bulk system, it is about y ϭ2000 in most of the slit systems. This agrees with DDFT results on lamellae forming block copolymers. 38 The influence of the slit is at least twofold. First, it is known that external forces, like electric fields 48 and flow fields, 37 can reduce the time scales connected with long range ordering enormously. The influence of a slit on the ordering process can be thought of in terms of an external force. Second, in the direction perpendicular to the slit surfaces the system size is small compared to the bulk. Therefore, in a slit long range order has to be established in only two dimensions instead of three in the bulk.
The process of short range ordering, the formation of micro domains from a homogeneous melt, is also influenced by the slit. In Fig. 10 we have plotted the order parameter P as a function of time for two slit systems (ϭ0), Hϭ9 ͑squares͒ and Hϭ12 ͑circles͒, together with the bulk system ͑triangles͒, discussed in Sec. B ͑Fig. 1͒. These curves already show that the influence of the slit on the demixing process of the A and B blocks is less universal as on the long range ordering. Initially, yϽ20, the demixing of the A and B beads is enhanced in both slit systems, compared to the bulk system. We have plotted the isodensity surfaces of the A beads at yϭ20( A ϭ0.33) for both slit systems in Figs. 11͑a͒ and 11͑b͒. In both slits the A and B blocks are weakly segregated in layers parallel to the surfaces. This layering is induced by the surfaces, because the A blocks are attracted for reasons already discussed in the preceding section. Large differences in the demixing behavior appear at yϾ20. For Hϭ12 the order parameter rapidly increases to a semiplateau value at about yϭ100. At yϭ100 a 2D network of A-rich cylinders has developed parallel to the surface, Fig. 11͑c͒ . Above y ϭ100 P only slowly increases. The nodes in the network disappear and a parallel cylinders remain, which have already been shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ . Where the demixing in the Hϭ12 system accelerates above yϭ20, the demixing in the Hϭ9 system continues more gradually. Even the demixing of a bulk system takes place much faster. The amplitude of the initially developed density oscillations, producing parallel layers, does not grow further. The period of the density oscillation, which equals 4.5, deviates to much from the distance between two neighbouring layers of cylinders in a bulk system, 1 2 D 0 ), to form a stable parallel structure. Further segregation takes place in perpendicular oriented domains, Fig. 11͑d͒ . The rearrangement of the micro structure from a parallel to perpendicular structure is a slow process. This has already been predicted for lamellae forming systems with a Landau-Ginzburg-type of theory. 33 It is likely that besides the slit width H also the selectivity of the slit surfaces will have a strong influence on the process of short range ordering. A systematic analysis of the ordering process as a function of and H, as we have done for the static behavior in Sec. III C, deserves further attention.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A dynamic density functional theory has been used to study the microdomain formation in thin films of asymmetric block copolymers, A 3 B 6 . A thin film was represented as a slit with hard walls.
We have found that the microstructure of an A 3 B 6 bulk system consists of A-rich cylinders embedded in a B-rich matrix. These cylindrical structure orders into a hexagonal pattern.
A systematic analysis of the influences of the film thickness and the surface-polymer interactions on the final morphology of A 3 B 6 thin films has been carried out. We were able to construct a phase diagram. Various morphologies have been predicted: parallel cylinders (C ʈ ), perpendicular cylinders (C Ќ ), parallel lamellae (L ʈ ), and cartenoidlamellae (CL ʈ ).
Parallel morphologies are dominant in films with surfaces having a preference for one of the blocks of the copolymer ͑selective surfaces͒. Due to the surface induced orientation of the block copolymer, the microdomains have to arrange parallel to the surfaces. However, at certain thicknesses perpendicular cylinders were formed. At these thicknesses, the gain in energy due to favorable surface-polymer interactions is no longer sufficient to counteract the free energy loss, due to the stretching or compression of polymer chains in parallel morphologies. A region where perpendicular cylinders were stable for nearly every film thickness, has been found too. In this region, neither the A-nor the B-block preferentially wets the film surfaces and the surfaces have an energetic preference for the largest block of the polymer, needed to balance the entropic preference for the shortest block. The mechanism behind this entropic preference is still not understood and deserves further attention. Generally, we can conclude that the orientation phenomena seem to be the same as in lamellae forming systems. For the thinnest films transitions from cylindrical to noncylindrical structures, like lamellae and cartenoid-lamellae, have been predicted. These transitions occur when the preference of the film surfaces for one of the blocks increases. The strength of the surface-polymer interactions does not vary in de direction parallel to the surfaces. As a consequence, spatial variations in density fields in this direction are suppressed and the cylinder to lamellae or cylinder to cartenoid lamellae transitions are promoted. We expect that these transitions will also occur in thicker films when the polymer-surface interaction is high enough. This deserves further research in the future.
The predicted phase diagram agreed with the experimental data on cylinder-forming diblock copolymers. Therefore, we can conclude that the observed morphologies in thin films of AB-type asymmetric block copolymers are mainly governed by the film thickness and the surface-polymer interactions. For various reasons some of the predicted phases are not observed in experiments. First, the region of the phase diagram, where perpendicular cylinders are dominant, has not been accessed by experiments until now. To study this region of the phase diagram, random copolymers could be used to tune the surface-polymer interactions. Second, although perpendicular cylindrical phases are predicted at certain film thicknesses for films with selective surfaces, these phases are not observed in experiments. This difference is caused by the fact that the experiments have been carried out with unconfined films and our calculations are done with confined systems.
We have briefly studied the influence of the slit on the ordering dynamics. We have found that in a slit the process of long range ordering was enhanced compared to the bulk. The influence on the ordering a smaller length scales, the demixing of the blocks in separate domains, was less universal. A more systematic study has to be done.
